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We consider soft-photon effects ir structure of QED on the construction of physical qubits. Soft photons
appear when we build charged qubits from the asymptotic states of QED. This construction is necessary in
order to include the effect of soft photons on entanglement measures. The nonexistence of free charged
particles due to the long range of QED interactions leads us to question the sense of the very concept of free
charged qubit. In this work, using the “dressing” formalism, we build physical charged qubits from dressed
fields which have the correct asymptotic behavior, are gauge invariant, have propagators with a particle pole
structure, and are free from infrared divergences. Finally, we discuss the impact of the soft corrections on the
entanglement measures.
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Relativistic quantum information is quite a novel area of
research whose scope covers the effect of Lorentz transfor-
mations on entanglement measures to the information con-
tent of black holes 1–13. Included among its main tasks
should be the suitable treatment of the divergences that
plague quantum field theories. In this work we address the
infrared problem in the construction of charged qubits.
The infrared divergences of QED are intimately con-
nected to the fact that the very concept of free charged par-
ticle is alien to the theory 14–16. Since the asymptotic limit
of the QED Hamiltonian is not the free one, residual
Coulomb-type interactions remain for t→. So, the electro-
magnetic EM interactions of charged particles never switch
off and, as a consequence, they are always surrounded by a
soft-photon cloud whose inescapable presence has been ar-
gued in quantum information against the conception of free
charged qubits. It has been used to say that the physical
realization of a single charged qubit is itself an idealization
3 and that it should be upgraded with all the multi-soft-
photon components.
We will show below that if we try to build the charged
qubits taking into account the asymptotic interaction, another
problem will come up: the states that evolve with the
asymptotic Hamiltonian are not gauge invariant and, hence,
they cannot be conceived as a physical entity. In addition, for
these states we no longer obtain a polelike contribution in the
energy spectrum of the charged particles associated with
their masses 17.
Seemingly, all these arguments indicate that we cannot
speak about physical charged qubits in QED. However, there
is a method of recovering physical states from asymptotic
QED: it is the dressing formalism 16, which we will use to
build physical charged qubits overcoming all the above prob-
lems.
The dressing formalism restores the gauge invariance of
the asymptotic states, preserving their dynamics. The dressed
fields, which are surrounded by soft-photon clouds, turn to
be asymptotically well behaved, their propagators having a
proper pole structure, and—crucial for our purposes—the
S-matrix elements constructed in terms of dressed fields are
ir finite 18. In this work we build dressed two qubits states
that are physical and have all the desired properties we men-
tioned.
Due to the effect of soft-photon clouds that inescapably
surround the charged particles even at asymptotic times, the
standard interaction picture, splitting the Hamiltonian into
free and interaction Hamiltonians, works poorly. In fact, a
finite interaction relic Hint
as t=−ed3xJ
ast ,xAt ,x still re-
mains for t→. The asymptotic current turns out to be
J
ast,x = d3p pp0 p3x − pp0 t , 1
where ep=e	nbn
†pbnp−dn
†pdnp. It describes the
charge operator moving along the classical particle trajec-
tory.
Strictly speaking, only zero-momentum photons can be
emitted or absorbed by Hint
as
, but neglecting them in the
asymptotic evolution, as done in standard perturbation
theory, is the origin of the spurious infrared divergences that
plague QED 14,19. These can be cured by building a new
picture in which we consider the complete asymptotic
Hamiltonian Hast=H0+Hint
as t, instead of only H0, as the
unperturbed Hamiltonian. In this new picture, the vector po-
tential A
as is simply the sum of the free field and the Cou-
lombic field generated by the asymptotic current.
The charged fields in this asymptotic picture are related to
the free fields by the transformation
Ut = expRtexpit , 2
where the distortion operator expRt is given by 14
Rt = e d3pd3k
2k023
p
pk
pa
† keikp/p0t − H.c. , 3
with a
† as the photon creator operator, and the so-called
phase operator by
t =
e2
8 :pq: pq sgnt
pq2 − m4 ln tt d3pd3q . 4*leon@imaff.cfmac.csic.es†martin@imaff.cfmac.csic.es
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The perturbation theory built using this new picture does
not present infrared divergences 14,19 but at the price of
introducing new interactions—those that subtract the zero-
momentum photons—and of replacing the free states with
asymptotic ones. We treat this point considering a bipartite
free state of two would-be qubits of the form
 = b2
† p2b1
† p10 ,
where the b
†p are fermion creator operators. The
asymptotic picture version of this state can be obtained by
applying to these operators the Ut transformation defined
in Eq. 2, which gives
	as = e−ie
2
ur,teWp1,p2,tb1
† p1b2
† p20 , 5
where the terms
Wp1,p2,t =
e
23/2 d
3k

2k0
	
j=1
2 pj

pjk
eikpj/pj0ta
† k − H.c.,
6

 =
1
4
ur
−1p1,p2ln
t
t
7
are the net effect of applying Rt and t operators on the
considered state, and where urp1 , p2 is the absolute value of
the relative velocity between the two particles, up ,q
=
1−m4 / pq2.
We now run into the serious obstructions to this construc-
tion. Due to the presence of photon operators in Wp1 , p2 , t,
the asymptotic states are no longer gauge invariant and they
do not present the polelike structure associated with massive
particles. Therefore, they are not good starting points to build
physical qubits. This can be overcome by the introduction of
a dressing operator hx to restore the gauge invariance 16.
The “dressed field,” defined as the product of the charged
field 	 and the dressing,
	d
asx = h−1x	asx , 8
should satisfy two conditions: i gauge invariance and ii
conservation of asymptotic dynamics. Given that for
asymptotic times the dynamics is governed by soft
photons—for which the charged particles appear as infi-
nitely heavy—the dressing has to preserve the heavy-
particle dynamics. For infinite mass fields, the charge’s four-
velocity u is superselected 20 and the equation of motion
for the field is
uD	asx = 0, 9
when the matter field is minimally coupled. For the gauge-
invariant dressed field this translates into
u  	d
asx = 0, i.e., u  h−1x = − ieh−1xuAasx .
10
As shown in 16, the dressing operator hi
−1 for the ith
particle consists of a distortion term and a phase term,
hi
−1x=eixe−iKix—like Ut given by Eq. 2. In the large-t
limit of interest for asymptotic states,
ix = e d3k23 1
2k0Vi
ak
Vik
e−ikx − H.c. , 11
where Vi

= +vi−vik−k.  is a unitary temporal vec-
tor = 1,0, and vi= 0,vi, where vi is the three-velocity of
the ith particle. The phase operator can be written as
Kix = e
t
t
 + vi
F
G ·  xsds , 12
with the integral taken along the world line of the massive
particle parametrized as xs=x+ s−x0+v. The op-
erator 1 / G · is defined by its action 16 as 1 / G ·fx
d3zGx−zfz, where
Gx = −
1
4


x2 + 2v · x2
. 13
The dressing procedure introduce new vertices whose
Feynman rules obtained from eix	xas 18 are given in
Fig. 1, where the exponent L=0 when both momenta are
simultaneously incoming or outgoing, and L=1 otherwise.
The Feynman rules for the vertex with an arbitrary number
of photons attached to the same blob will be given by the
product of the corresponding number of single-photon verti-
ces.
An arbitrary dressed state of two charged qubits would
have the form

 = 	
1,2
 d3p1d3p212d p1,p21,p1;2,p2d, 14
where the amplitudes
12
d p1,p2 = d1,p1;2,p2
 15
have to be computed taking into account the new vertices.
These amplitudes are infrared finite 18. The effect of the
soft corrections in quantum information will finally show up
in the entanglement measures for the bipartite system.
We show in Fig. 2 the one-loop corrections to the ampli-
tude  due to virtual soft photons. In 18 it is also shown
that the summation of all the contributions at all orders in
perturbation theory results in the factorized expression that
exponentiates the one-loop results,
12
d p1,p2 = e−ie
2vveCvvGvGve
D1,2p1,p2 . 16
The origins of the different correction factors are the follow-
ing:
a eD is the contribution of the standard QED ir-divergent
diagrams given at one loop by diagrams a–c.
FIG. 1. Feynman rules.
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b Gv and Gv are the contributions coming from the
diagrams connecting a dressed vertex and a standard vertex
diagrams d and e at one loop.
c eCvv is the contribution of the diagrams with soft pho-
tons connecting both dressed vertices diagram f at one
loop.
The factor e−ie
2vv is a C number that comes from the
application of the dressing phase factor on our state, and it
can be computed using the Hadamard lemma.
Some of the diagrams in Fig. 2 are also uv divergent;
wave-function renormalization can be used to remove uv and
ir divergences altogether 18,21. The dressed wave-function
renormalization constant Zv can be given in terms of the
standard renormalization constant Z2 by

Zv = 
Z2Gve−Cvv/2. 17
Taking this into account, we obtain the factor
12
d p1,p2 = e−ie
2vveCp1,p2+Dp1,p21,2p1,p2 ,
18
where a factor Z2
−1 has been absorbed in the amplitude  in
the right-hand side. Summarizing, Cp1 , p2=Cv1v2
+
Cv1v1+Cv2v2
2 are one-loop contributions from the dressing ver-
tices, and Dp1 , p2 is the one-loop ir divergent contribution
that comes from the standard QED diagrams a–c of Fig.
2. The sum
Fp1,p2 = Cp1,p2 + Dp1,p2 19
is ir finite 18.
The dressing phase factor is expected to cancel the phase
divergences that appear in asymptotic evolution 4 22, giv-
ing an overall finite phase eie
2ur depending on the relative
velocity of the particles.
Taking everything into account we can finally obtain the
correction for the amplitudes as
12
d p1,p2 = eie
2ureFp1,p21,2p1,p2 . 20
A note of caution is that this is only possible when done on
mass shell, i.e., when p=m+v. With this caveat in
mind, not only the probabilities, but also the very amplitudes
are finite when we compute the corrections due to virtual soft
photons.
Summing up, we have seen how to build physical qubits
that are gauge invariant, are asymptotically well behaved,
and have the adequate pole structure associated with massive
particles. As they also do not present ir divergences in their
propagators, we argue that qubits built from dressed fields
are the proper candidates for qubits in QED.
An illustrative example of the impact of those finite cor-
rection factors on the entanglement measures is given by a
system of two charged spin-1/2 particles, with spin compo-
nents 1 and 2, and relative velocity v= v , in the center
of mass frame. Focusing on its spin entanglement for which
phase corrections will vanish, the density matrix can be writ-
ten as

1212
d v, = e2F12v,12
† v, . 21
The reduced density matrix of particle 1, which is neces-
sary for quantum information tasks, is given by

11
d v, = e2Fv11v, , 22
where
11
v, = 	

1v,1
† v, 23
would be the density ignoring soft-photon corrections. The
entropy of entanglement Sd=Trd ln d of the dressed state
is given by
Sd = e2FS + 2F Tr  24
in terms of the entropy S computed with  discarding the
correction. Finally, we should obtain e2FS+2F or e2FS
+2F for Sd depending on which density,  or d, respectively,
would be normalized to 1.
The specific computation of the finite correction factors
on the entanglement measures coming from the ir structure
of QED is, as a matter of fact, a nontrivial problem. There
are two main different theoretical approaches to computing
them, the Bloch-Nordsieck 23 and the Lee-Nauenberg 24
methods. However, the consistence of these methods has
been questioned in the case in which there are massless par-
ticles in both the initial and final states 25,26. On the ex-
perimental side, the ir factors are very difficult to measure
since they are expected to be small and dependent upon the
experiment resolution. Unfortunately, as far as the authors
know, these finite correction factors have been poorly tested
experimentally. On the other hand, the lack of experimental
evidence of these factors such as F in our case and the
previous theoretical results 21,23,24,27,28 indicate that
they should be very small, so their impact on the entangle-
ment measures would be negligible.
In conclusion, we have shown that, using existing tech-
niques, it is possible to deal with charged qubits overcoming
the troubles due to the masslessness of the photon. We have
built qubits from the dressed fields which are gauge invariant
and have a good asymptotic behavior. Also, their propagators
have a mass shell pole and, more importantly, are ir finite.
We have discussed the corrections introduced in the quanti-
FIG. 2. One-loop virtual corrections to the amplitude.
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ties of interest in quantum information in a particular case,
showing that they are computable in terms of old known
quantities and very small.
As a final remark, the finite phase factor eie
2 that is often
neglected in the literature as it does not appear on probabili-
ties would be of interest in the cases where we consider
entanglement involving superposition of states with different
momenta. In these cases it would produce a relative phase
that should be considered in quantum information tasks. This
question should be addressed in the future.
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